
ORGO – BAU MAX  
Sree CHAKRA  Mahameru  Generator 

Cone  shape orgonite devices  are  compact orgone 

generators  called as or- Bau max for the brahmasthan area of 

house or important spots in your environment. Cones are a 

popular shape for orgonite. Although the shape is not that 

important, a cone is visually appealing and does have its own 

shape-energy. A good size cone will clear an entire house of negative energies like 

evil eye ,vasthu fengshui defects etc.. The larger the volume, the larger the area it 

will clear. Cones are great to put in the house or into the bedroom.We make them 

as classical cones as well as in pyramid shapes of various sizes.  

this Orgo Bau Max’s Apex is energized with  gold coated  panchalok  Sree Chakra 

in Maha Meru  (GREAT MOUNTAIN OF PYRAMIDS) 

Form. This is an  UNIVERSAL YANTRA.and  Mother of all 

mandalas  can subtly get connected to all other yantras  

in this world like  star of David, Christian  cross, five 

pointed star ,Egyptian pyramids etc. As per Indian Vedas 

, shree yantra is dedicated to the goddess of fortune, 

Lakshmi . We have Big size Shree Yantra in maha meru  form in our temple for 

charging the environment.   

The base is made out of  50% organic resin  and Rest is filled  with  copper 

COINS ,silver BBs. This  is  packed with all the Healing Crystals needed for 

"Supreme Wealth into your life, whether new opportunities, more riches, success 

etc.." this will activate solar plexus Chakra to attract the Abundance you need into 

your life. This  has Many Grounding Crystals needed to not only attract Wealth but 

to keep Wealth Circulating around you at all Times!  

 

ORGON MATRIX MATERILAS  found inside are: 
1. Turquoise - Valued as a "Power Stone", that will strengthen and align all of the 
Chakras; and can be used to cleanse all your energy centers. Also a great meditation 



tool! Called "sky stone" or "stone of heaven" by Native Americans. Turquoise is 
considered to be a symbol of generosity, sincerity, and affection. 
 
2. Black Onyx - increase regeneration, happiness, intuition and one's 
instincts.Balances One's Mind, VERY POWERFUL PROTECTOR! 
 
4. Hematite - It brings with it grounding and calming which in turn creates mental 
organization and focus. Decreases Negativity and can help balance the mind - body 
-spirit connection, draws "Negative Energy" away from you into itself. 
 

5. Clear Quartz – DT  KEPT IN THE CENTER WITH COPPER WRAPPING Raises Energy 
Levels to the highest possible level, enhances thoughts, as they are a form of 
energy, and it is extremely beneficial for dissolving  karmic seeds, holding a quartz 
crystal in your hand, actually doubles your bio-magnetic field. It generates electro-
magnetism and dispels static electricity.  
 

6. Herkimer Diamond - Called the "Stone of Attunement". it is a quartz that often 
resembles the sparkling clarity of diamonds. It can be metaphysically programmed 
to attune one to an environment, a situation, a quality, or most anything.. 
Psychically, it's useful for auric cleansing and dream recall. Herkimer Diamond is 
associated with the Crown Chakra. 
 

7. Jade - The "Dream Stone"!. Very protective stone, and acts as a ward against 
negative energies. Very lucky stone, facilitates peace and harmony between the 
mental, physical, emotional and spiritual aspects of ones life. Promotes courage, 
compassion, justice, generosity, humility, wealth and longevity, to lead a richer 
more fulfilling life! 
 

8. Green Aventurine -Relieves anxiety and calm one's emotions, brings about 
opportunity, and Luck. A VERY POWERFUL HEALING STONE for the HEART CHAKRA! 
 

9. Malachite -. It is soothing to the soul, and releases stress to help create new 
beginnings. Malachite is great for increasing ones concentration skills and is quite 
beneficial to ones physical, as well as psychic, vision.  



100% pure copper coil kept in the center with crystal inside  ,  all work 
in symmetry and all have amazing properties of  health ,Luck, wealth 
and  attracting money. 
 

People from all beliefs, religions and sectors will reap benefits of  
health .wealth ,healing and happiness  by installing this  Orgonite 

Mahameru in their  home, office  and place of worship, as well as in hospitals, 
healing centers, prayer halls and wedding centers. It is a loving and auspicious gift 
for newly married couple, friends and relatives moving to new home, even as a 
corporate gift from employer to  valued  employees , it will empower the recipients 
in all possible ways.   
 
 
 


